Good for the Environment, and Good for the Golfers
Marvel Golf Club transforms savings from environmental programs into savings for golfers.
By Christopher S. Gray, Sr.

Keep an Open Mind
Sure, the environmentalists can drive us wacky. But does that mean we should just write them off?
By Ron Furlong

Product Progression
New insecticides target pests more specifically, reducing the quantity of product needed to perform.
By John Walsh

Turfgrass Trends
This month, Golfdom's practical research digest for turfgrass managers discusses controlling grubs with parasitic wasps and using newer insecticides to achieve maximum control. See pages 49-55.

Online Exclusive
Listen to this video podcast only at www.golfdom.com:

CORRECTION
In the July article, "Looking for Work," Eric Czamecki was misquoted. He didn't imply that either the greens chairman or the general manager at Golfers Reserve Country Club in Naples, Fla., was on a "power trip.

Make sure to follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/golfdom.